GDPR ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY
Hundreds of thousands of cases — and the DPOs to handle them

Complaint topics included:
- access requests
- right to erasure
- unfair processing
disclosure
- unwanted marketing
- employee privacy

144,000+
individual
COMPLAINTS

280,000+
CASES RECEIVED by DPAs

375,000+
ORGANIZATIONS
are DOCUMENTED
to have registered
DPOs

500,000
ORGANIZATIONS
are ESTIMATED to
have registered DPOs

89,000+
data breach
NOTIFICATIONS

440+
cross-border
CASES

GDPR enforcement
actions have RESULTED in
€56,000,000+
FINES

AND THE WORK CONTINUES.
European Data Protection Board Guidance
Expected in 2019/2020

- Delisting
- PSD2
- Public body international transfers
- Certification and codes of conduct
- Connected vehicles
- Video surveillance
- Data protection by design/default
- Targeting social media users
- Children’s data
- Concepts of controller and processor
- Legitimate interest
- Art. 47 of the Law Enforcement Directive
- Rights of access, erasure, objection, and restriction